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this zine was born from contradictions, from a dichotomy, from
a dialectic of things not belonging. this zine is a fistfight in my
soul, and in our collective existence as disabled people, between
carl sandburg:

'There are laws in the village against weeds.
The law says a weed is wrong and shall be killed.

The weeds say life is a white and lovely thing
And the weeds come on and on in irrepressible regiments.'

and marina:
'But he keeps growing back like weeds

Baby, just open your eyes to see
He's growing from inside me

And I just don't know what I can do
I thought I cut him at the root'

 
this zine is a conversation between us and the weeds of our
trauma and between us and the world in which we are weeds,
between us and ourselves and each other as we walk this
garden path between what should be uprooted and what
"should be uprooted".
 
more than anything, I have loved planting and pruning and
deadheading and taking root with you. may we always be
overgrown.

- emrys travis
(disabled students' officer 2018-19)

weed, n. any plant regarded as unwanted at the place
where, and at the time when it is growing.
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my brain & i
CN: suicidal ideation, mentions of weapons, description of
sensory overload
 
I am so tired
of the neurons in my brain getting
overfired
overwired
like a plug that’s blown a fuse.
Too much current. Bam. Snap.
No more function here.
 
Do you know what it feels like?
It feels like radio static
like a thousand flashing neon exclamation marks
blaring all at once.
Like that scene in the Big Piglet movie
when they’ve trapped a load of
angry bees in a pathetic papier-maché hive
that’s about to burst.
 
My brain is a swarm of angry bees.
Why don’t you stick your fingers into a plug,
it says,
or, how about you walk in front of a car,
and I go, what the shit brain,
I’m not even depressed anymore,
could you kindly stop staring into the abyss?
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But no, my brain is a rogue sniper,
or perhaps one of those cartoon machines
that’s lost the plot of what it’s doing.
It’s a pool of sludge, custard, golden syrup,
a bog I have to wade through to produce
every word, every damn thought even.
Are you alright, Elizabeth, people ask
as I look past them with eyes glazed
like the frosting on a cake,
do you want any help, and I don’t know
how to explain that no, I don’t want any help,
I don’t want your hand on my shoulder, I don’t want
your breath in my face, I just want to be on my own,
so in the end I leave.
I have a reputation for leaving things early.
 
Perhaps you’ve got the impression from this
that my life is a miserable wasteland
full of failed opportunities.
That’d be wrong.
Picture it this way. My brain is a
garden
and I’m trying to plant all my favourite flowers.
And sure, I’ve produced a plot
that’s a bit wackier than most experts would advise—
I don’t know shit about horticulture
and I don’t really give a shit either.
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But there’s these weeds, see,
nettles, thistles, thorns keep creeping
up, choking my garden, choking me.
And no matter how many times I rip
them out of the soil, throw them onto
the bonfire to be burnt,
they come back.
Sometimes weeks, months, pass
undisturbed
but they always come back.
 
Yeah, it sucks. But I’ll deal with it. I know what to do. I’m
not sacrificing the whole plot of myself for a few weeds.

elizabeth hopkins
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caitlin stark
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ximena barker-huesca

exhale
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anon
7

CN: visceral body imagery, pain
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breathe
CN: imagery of pain & suffocation
 
 
Tiny needles between the fibres of my lungs
mean I'm drowning on nothing.
My throat's attacked by harsh tongues of gasped air.
as I clasp my wheezing frame I wonder
who put them there.
Between the strands that make a man
they're teeming, like a spider span her webs there
bloody silk catching the air before me, leaving me cold
and entwining my lungs in a choke hold.
Or jagged rose thorns on verdant stems
blooms coloured like gems, a sweet gift to receive
but once planted,
I cannot breathe.
Take them back. what's mine restore,
and let me breathe in peace once more.

lauren westwood
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"It's a doodle  of flowers drawn over old scars, I think to show that
beauty and hope  are always there, and can always be found. Maybe
not by ourselves, maybe  not all the time. But we persist, we push
through, and eventually, we grow and bloom and thrive."

anon

CN: self-harm
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anna ward
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CN: visceral body imagery, descriptions of pain
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Sleep scares me

The restlessness, panic and anxiety
I don’t know how to explain this

‘Sleep’, people say: ‘you’re trying too hard. Just relax.’
 

Relax.
What does that mean though?

Relaxing for me means thinking about people.
People I like and those I don’t
I talk to them, as if in the day.
How slowly the night passes

I don’t know how to do it
 

It’s a strange thing being awake at this time of the day
Above all, I can’t hear anything

My deafness envelops me
She affects me more than I can explain

My brain is constantly figuring out a puzzle that other
people take for granted

I can’t hear

sleep scares me
CN: descriptions of panic, anxiety, anger
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No
That’s wrong
I can hear the voices in my head
Daring me to sleep
It’s too late
You only have 5 hours left
What an important day tomorrow is
What if I collapse in the exam
 
I am also angry
At all the little things keeping me awake
I’m angry at myself and the world and my weaknesses
I’m angry that time just slips away and I can’t control it
 
I don’t know how to do this
I don’t know how to explain this
All I want is to no longer be seen as a weed among the
daisies

AB
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CN: mention of trauma

sarah ashton
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I w
onder w

hat it w
ill taste like 

It w
as january and there i w

as w
earing nothing under m

y dungarees thinking
to m

yself how
 you need other people to nourish your ideas so please take

this chew
ed up bic biro and trace a line around m

y cranium
 as if you could

open m
y skull and take the part of m

y dum
b brain that w

ants to be held by
you and hold it, plant it like a seed and w

atch it grow
, nudge it along and 

one day it w
ill bear a single fruit in a colour that w

e cannot yet nam
e claire sosienski smith
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secret garden
CN: visceral body & pain imagery, death mention
 
And so it grows through my bones
Eating through my muscles 
Wearing them all away
Thick overgrowth smothers
So I'm left sleeping on gorse
Needles piercing inside
Roots strangling my mind
Yet still I wear flowers outside
A beautiful garden it seems
Yet hidden deep within
Wild, torment pervades and spears
Pleading self destruction with my tears
These weeds are killing me I do fear
But could there be something
I don't yet know
Despite uncontrollable weather thriving this heather
And weeds that can never go
I could be my own Gardner
Embracing the pain for some gain
For some days just to stand up and walk about
Is something to really shout about
To lose the invisibility of this disability
Is worth all my garden and more.

matilda o'callaghan
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jess o'brien
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work in progress
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leeches and wine
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isabella leandersson

heavy skies
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i have weeds in my mind
 

Thick green veins of ivy,
Dandelions dotted round,
Grasses growing fast and strong,
Daisies pushing up the ground.

The weeds are usually just fine,
Their expansion kept under control,

Prevention plans are set in place
To protect the life they stole.

I never really asked for them,
Creeping in where they’re not wanted,

Suffocating all around,
And inevitably leave me haunted.
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alex ajioka

I take my meds every single day,
To keep the weeds in check, 

I treat them and restrain them,
Else I’ll be a living wreck.

I love m
y m

ind, I accept the w
eeds,

As I know
 they’re part of m

e,
And through it all I strive to thrive,

These w
eeds, they set m

e free.
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